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And still another from the Third
World this Saturday November
21 from 900 a.m to 400 p.m
you are cordially invited to par-
ticipato in Caribbean seminar
Its aU yours for $5.00 payable to
Beavor College The deadline for
advanee registration is November
19 Thursday noon It will cost one
extra dollar that makes 6.OO to
register at the door The seminar
ine1udes Caribbean menu lunch
memo sanipler of Caribbean
poems and primer bibliography
of Oaribbean Studies
Heres the program all of the
fouowing events will take place at
OAce upon time five years ago
to be precise Mtss Elaine Mair
seeretary to Mrs Florence
Plummer Dean of Students at
Beaver College met Mr John
Titherington at friends wedding
But Mis Mair said didnt
like him then However they
were always in the same group of
frienLl and last April they met
again and they became engaged in
May
MIsS Mair and Mr Titheringthn
will be married on November 21
in SL Aidans Ohurch in Chelten
ham Miss Mairs matron of honor
and her two bridesmaids will be
dressed In gay gypsy style Their
silk dresses are collection of
bright colors and purple is the
dominant color Each bridesmaid
wiU wear large gold earrings which
will have tiny tamborines at their
bases The gold will be re-accented
by gold braid they will wear in
their hair and by their gold slip-
per and eanh bridesmaid will carry
basket of wild flowers The wed-
ding procession will be completed
by four-year-old boy who will be
the ring-bearer and two little girls
who are three and four years old
They will also be in the same color-
ful dress
Mt Ma.ir and Mr Titherington
the Little Theatre except the ii-
brary display
30 a.m Registration and Cof
fee-Doughnut Eye-opener
900 a.m KEYNOTE SPEAK-
ER Building Cultural Institutions
in tile Caribbean Rex Nettleford
Head of the Jamaican National
Dance Company director of Extra-
Mural Studies at the University of
West Indies in Kingston Jamaica
choreographer author editor of
The Carribean Quarterly
1000 a.m Slide tape lecture
The New Art and Architecture of
Jamaica Patrick Hazard pro-
corporation in Huntingdon and
Miss Mair will return to her job
as Mrs Plummers secretary but
then of course shell be Mrs John
Titherington
We all wish them good luck and
hope that they will live happily
ever after
See Page Col
America is land of conspicuous
consumption of immediate result-
orientation of tangibies When
scientists say the earth wiU stag-
nate to death in 30 years if we
dont stop blatant pollution it ap
parently is just too inconceivably
distant for Americans to be able to
grasp Therefore urgently needed
awareness is too slow too unen
thusiastic too restricted to mm-
ority Hopefully an information
burst an attempt to evoke aware-
ness can elicit the essential inter-
est before time runs out or
air runs out or green runs out
Supposedly if more tangible
BEAVER COLLEGE GLENSIDE PA
fessor of English Beaver College
1100 n.m Cuba Art and the
Revolution sneak preview of
soon-to-be released BBC-TV color
film by Peter Adam th which the
poets playwrights ifimmakers
painters dancers and novelists of
Cuba tell why they identify with
the revolution 45 minutes
12 15 p.m Caribbean
Student Dining Room
Cuisine
130 p.m Visiting poet at the
University of California Berkeley
from Queens University Belfast
North Ireland Seamus Heaney
reads from the work of his favorite
Caribbean poet Trinidadian Derek
Walcott Heaneys works The
Death of Naturalist 1966 and
Door into Dark 1969 are pub-
linked by Faber Lendon and Ox-
ford University Press in New
York Heaney will inaugurate
Beaver Ooilege Comniunity Service
feature Buck for Ba.rd
Sunday November 22 at the tAttle
Theatre 30 p.m by reading his
work to all those who pay an ad-
mission fee of $l.GO kind of up-
dating of the Harlem rent
cixcept of the 1930s
by Jane Robinson
With this in mind the Tinicum
Marsh Preservation Committee in
conjunction with other concerned
organizations has formulated an
approach which could lead to the
establishment of the countrys first
Urban National Park Such goal
is attractive to the even vaguely
enlightened public to politicians
who can use it for votes and for
ecologists who are trying to fur-
ther environmental protection ac
tion
The Marsh is one of the very few
tidal marshes in the metropoRtan
areas of America highway is on
its way through the land an ex
cellent example of thoughtless
planning and careless consumption
Court actIon against the highway
construction companies has been
attempted but the defense for con-
Act
Don Mendo Susana Howard
the lover of Magdalena Tina
Pogach has no money to pay his
debts and during meeting with
his beloved he tells her that they
should run away together
Magdalena does not want to go
and therefore gives Don Mendo
by Karen Nenies
Perhaps the appalling lack of in-
terest assumed by many Beaver
College students in community
fairs is indicative of the Future
Shock cited by social critic Al-
yin Tofiler
Change is avalanching inwards
us and most people are utterly un
prepared to cope with it So says
Mr Toffler the next Forum sem
mar speaker being sponsored by
the Beaver College community on
November 17 at 730 p.m in Mur
phy Chapel coffee hour will
follow in Heinz lounge
servation usually ends in too gen
eralized definitions of damage to
the public well-being
To become more specific in its
instruments of attack against pol
lution and destruction the Preser
vation Committee has moved to-
ward the political sphere The Do-
partment of the Interior has proved
to be concerned to the point of
definite support of the Urban Na-
tionai Park plan The Committee
will now begin to reach local con-
gressmen the new governor the
states senators Concerned citi
zens must help by writing con-
stantly to these people and others
in Washington Politicians will
work for vote they will listen to
raised voices before they will ab
Continued on Page JoL
Voume XLVI No
Act
While in prison Don Mendo
Continued on Page Col
Mr Toffler is the author of the
forthming book Future Shock
hailed In advance as the seminal
book of the year and an Amer
lean book that will reshape our
thinking even more radically than
Galbraiths did in the 1950s
In his book Future Shock Mr
Toffler deals with the impact of
high speed change on the roles of
the individual in society as well as
on his marriage and job to name
few
He feels that many of us will
not be able to come to grips with
the dizzying disorientation
brought on by the premature ar
rival of the future he defines
future shock as disease which
will not only affect man as phy
sical being but more importantly
Continued on Page Col
The weather
Marshy
Caribbean Seminar Features
Mair.raige
1panish Play Tuniqht
Irish Poet Seamus fleaney
Miss Mair to Wed Saturday
The east of The Vengeance of Don Mondo
The Spanish Club cordially in- valuable necklace so that he can
vites all Beaver students and fac- pay what he owes In this moment
ulty to performaice of The Ven- Don Pero Cynthia Villanueva
geance of Don Mendo tonight No- Magdalenas official fiancØ arrives
vember 17 at 15 p.m in the tAt- and fight ensues between the two
tie Theatre men Don Nuflo Barbara LOpez
The Vengeance of Don Mendo Magdalenas father hears all the
noise and wishes to know why Don
Mendo is with his daughter In
order to hide his relationship with
Ma.gdalena Don Mendo says that
he is there to steal and is taken
prisoner
Miss Elaine Mair
by Janis Wolfe
Social Critic Alvin Toffler
To Present Lecture Today
30 p.m Black Brooklyn poet
Michael Harper currently in resi
dence at the Institute of Advanced
Studies University of Illinois Ur
bana rea.ds his favorite Caribbean
poets from Claude McKay to Ed-
ward Bra.ithwaite particularly
from Three Thousand Years of
Black edited by Alan LOmax and
Raotil Abdul Dodd Mead and
Company 1970 Harpers first
volume of verse Dear John Dear
Coltrane appears as paperback
in the Pitt Poets
330 p.m Rap-in and Wrap-up
Third World Films bonus 400
p.m to 600 p.m
Tinicum Marsh Nation
First Urban National Park Mr Alvin Toffler
will spend their honeymoon in Ja- graspable step-by-stop goals were
malea and when they return they set up and could be accomplished
will live in Willow Grove Mr then those deeply involved in the
Titherington will return to his job ecology movement might enlist at-
as systems analyst at the Jade tention from the public more easily
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certain form of nationalism mentality con-
tributes to perhaps even instills growing non-in-
ternationalism constaflt and unquestioned esoteric-
ism That mentality is present in various groups
with various goals but that mentality has one corn-
mon form of consequence That mentality may re
suit in such narrowing of the possibility of brother-
hood such limitation of mutual human respect that
the people of the world will never ever talk with
one another
When the people of the world begin on the
premise that they are citizens of nation partici
pants of group members of race or selves unto
themselves rather than on the premise that they
are citizens of the world one among human beings
then each derived conclusion will carry the ramifi
cations of restrictive premise
As people have been aware of themselves only
in the context of an esoteric group they have with-
drawn from others they have discriminated against
others they have strived for power over others
thereby hindering openness trust and understand-
ing Within the American economy corporations
thriving on the competitive principle are now unable
to give of themselves to help cure the problem of
ecological pollution because they are concerned with
themselves they are devoted to success for them-
selves regardless of the effect upon others The
attitude within our economy like the attitude with-
in the balance of power structure of nations is If
give in first for pollution control or for peaceful
endeavors as the case may be will be run over
and eaten up by the stronger Blah How in the
world will any cleaning up of the environment any
progress in human relations take place if everyone
is continually afraid to take the first step if every-
one commits themselves to maintenance of compe
tition of power struggle Can trust or peace come
with this premise No not now not ever Not if
people wont begin to be trustworthy to try to Un-
derstand and to live together NOT co-exist but
live together and wUh one another
There are arguments for nationalism that it is
good and necessary force Some say nationalism is
necessary to give people sense of identity with
the uniqueness of the character of the nation But
uniqueness need not derive from identity with
national organization Rather uniqueness of human
values of culture is the basis for far more com
plete sense of identity
Then some say nationalben is necessary as the
means for retaining that culture we need But this
is like saying the end justifies the means Many
organizations of govermiient would work theoretic-
ally perhaps ideally if people behaved without
hunger for power or superiority thereby not neces
sitating system to carry out discrimination but
would behave with respect for and willingness to
give to others rho organizational aspect of ge
ernment would then be the prime function the
superficial structure being arbitrary whereas the
human values the cultures within the organization
could flourish Identity must be with the underlying
attitudes not with the organization When sys
tern functioning for organization inkes on standard-
setting power the humanity of the people is lost
to the structure recent survey has found that it
is Agnews words which are heard in other coun
tries Our government then our form of organiza
tion of superficial limitations and controls has
overstepped into humanitys function The words
of an organization functionary are heard around
the world and not as it should be the voice of the
culture of the humanity When retention of culture
is demanded and we think that the political system
is necessary for that retention then adherence to the
structure can be so great that cultures are held in-
dignantly rather than with pride stubbornly ra
ther than with pleasure and happiness with the
unique life style
Some say nationalism is necessary to hold the
country together When this binding together of
the country does occur we have an even tighter
esoteric unit within the world society The world
community then has discrhninating culture-clique
which wont reach out to make us all as One
The mentality is so ingrained that it is nearly
impossible to imagine world citizenship interna
tional peace and trust let alone achieve it The
tunnelling of our vision has created isolationism
within America indignant esoteric isolation of the
rich rebelling youth the rich non-listening business
community the bitter repressed people who have
lost faith and may never trust Groups and na
tions quibble often disastrously over issues of dif
ference though difference is inherent thereby bin-
dering the progress of and solution of humanitys
issues like food clothing death of the earth
The goodness of world community living in
peace and understanding is unimaginable The poe-
sibilitles of life would be nearly limitless Is it so
out of the question that we may as well not talk
about it It is precisely caring purely for the self
over others that has created this equally unimagin
able mess There is no way out but to reverse our
practices Too late or not we have no alternative
and the sooner the process of internationaiism of
humanity is begun the ciceer to realization we get
To live the world must be livable
Concert 1e4 the 2ud
To the Editor
It is to my regret that must
again confront you the student
body with another apology con-
cerning the Roberta Flack Tim
Buckley concert
On November Al Martin
president of the student body of
Spring Garden College and myself
jointly signed the two contracts
and sent deposits totalling $3700.00
to our agent Mike Collins of Bow-
mar Productions Right after this
we began advertising in the Tern-
pie News the Daily Pennsylvanian
the Creative Eye and Sundays In-
quirer We also had tickets on
sale at Penn Temple Spring Gar
den Haverford Ohestnut Hill St
Josephs Philadelphia College of
Optometry Temple Ambler and
Beaver On Friday November
received call from Mr Collins
stating the strong possibility that
Miss Flack was booked to record
on November 17 in New York He
would call us back when he re-
ceived the specifics however he
was conveniently unavailable dur
ing the weekend
That Friday evening went to
the Main Point where was corn-
pletely shocked to find out that
they had Tim Buckley booked for
Tuesday November 17 for an 800
and 10 00 performance Mter this
incident we decided to take it upon
ourselves to try and get in touch
with Miss Flacks agemt directly as
well as with the billing manager
of the Main Point to straighten
things out After speaking to
every possible custodian secretary
answering service or operator on
Saturday and Sunday we finally
got in touch with Miss Flacks
agent Monday morning It was at
this time that we found out that
Miss Flacks secretary was corn-
pletely unaware of this proposed
concert or Bowmar Productions
itself However when they heard
of our efforts to advertise and the
frustrations experienced by our
students and ourselves they offer-
ed us the date of Friday Novem
ber 20 We immediately tried to
accommodate the concert at the
Sheraton and were successful
Then this morning received
another call from Robertas agent
saying that she would be unable to
perform since it would be concert
open to the public This was due to
the fact that the Academy of Mu-
sic already has an exclusive con-
tract forbidding Miss Flack to per-
form anywhere in the Philadelphia
area for specified period before
she appears in concert there At
the same time was informed that
Tim Buckley is also committed to
an exclusive cowiract with the
Main Point We are now looking
into the feasibility of taking legal
actions against the agency we
worked through for contracting
these performers
We will be returning money to
all students at Beaver who pur
chased tickets during lunch if you
still have not received it up to this
point end this letter with my
sincere apologies but ask you not
to lose hope as we WILL pull
through for you
Sincerely
Arlene Weissma.n
7/acio Ajeni
To the Editor
This confirms that Beaver Col
lege and Spring Garden College
were unaware that they were deal-
ing with an unauthorized agency
who set up phantom date for
Miss Roberta Flack which due to
other legitimate booking she is
unable to fulfill
Miss Flack is distressed that
Beaver College and Spring Garden
College have been the victims of
this malpractice and hopes bona
fide date can be arranged in early
1971 Sincerely
Roberta Flacks Agent
lege for profoundly human ex
perience the black members of our
community play an analogou role
Gharles Hall
to
To the Editor
am writing you this short nAte
to express my extreme displeasure
at the misspelling of my name on
page one of your edition of Novem
ber 10 1970 It is difficult to
exaggerate the amount of confu
sion this kind of error can lead to
would appreciate greatly your
printing correction
Sincerely
Cohn Dickson
Foreign Languages
2.S Correction
To the Editor
The purpose of this letter is two-
fold The first and rnost mportant
purpose is to correct any wrong
impressions that may easily have
been dertved from last weeka ar-
tide on the Student Drug Service
written by member of your staff
Taken paragraph by paragraph
Mrs Katcher and Mr OConnor
were asked to partieApale in the
seminar which by the way did not
center around factual view of
trips as no such view exts
They were not asked to aasit in
the unstructured seminar as by
definition an unstructured one
run by all of its participants
The second and third paragraphs
also contained misinformation
The information allegedly given
by Jan Marks was in fact given
by 13ev Greisman the co-chairman
of the committee Unfortunately
such poor reporting committ1 the
additional crime of making the
drug sei-viee seem as though is
dictated by one or at best two
students Quite to the contrary it
is run i.e decisions are made by
nucleus of about eight Students
all of whom have an equal in
planning the program We had
hoped when we were interviewed
by telephone that the idea the
article would have been to attxset
more interested students into the
nucleus
ontinued on Page Col
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The Bearer News is weekly publication and
lot Beaver students and does nt necessarily reflect
the opinion of the college or student body
Woof/and memorial
roram Praie1
Add my vote and voice to the
chorus of assent applauding the
program which the Association of
Beaver College Blacks presented on
November in memory and honor
of their advisor Horace Woodland
Lu the days of Uncle Tom and
Jim Crow it used to be said of any
Negro who excelled that he was
credit to his race But the
Black Experience dramatized for
Beaver College by its students was
credit to the human race it was
credit to the college which in
turn was instructed and enriched
by it It demonstrated that Bea
ver College would be far poorer
if indeed it could exist today as
viable American college without
the black members of its cozrnnun
ity What talent whst energy
what suffering what joy speal
for the many when say thank
you to the Association of Beaver
Blacks In speaking for myself
say was chastened was in-
structed was enriched Black
theology may well be the moat
profoundly Christian theology be-
big done anywhere in the world to-
day It is not inconceivable that
in our quest together at this eel-
Winter
The following is an excerpt from the Fail
Report of Wiiiter Inc
September With the approach of the
winter holidays Winter Inc is hurriedly
shipping out decorations gifth etc. with the
hope that the market for these items will be
bigger than ever before If Christmas deco-
ratiolis are not going strong by November
Winter Inc will be so far behind its competi
tors Fall Spring and Summer that even
good St Valentines Day wont make up for
it Our Christmas Department by the way
has come up with great new tree ornament
string over plastic shimmering grapes
that can be filled With wine and squeezed
while on the tree Should be winner
October Our Community Department
reports that the snow shovelling team in this
city is already out on strike for longer shoveLs
which greatly threatens the general pleasant-
ness of our product Furthermore pre-ma
ture spiked tires and chains on the cars of
our more ardent fans have damaged 298O
rOih of area roads and the highway officiaLs
insist that we cover the cost of repairs We
credit this unfortunate slip to much too-good
advertising in our Snow Department in prep-
aration for big mittens season
November Have developed dye that
will boost Winter greatly powder that
when placed dirty snow harshly referred
to as slush the dye will cause new snow to
appear instantly Can be bought in bulk by
city authorities for not more than slight
tax increase and will result in cleaner
whiter city Dye in only toxic when eaten
Good newsapproximately 4000000 sno
mobiles are now oi the market and selling
quickly It appears that more people each
day learn to partake of winters better gifts
S.B.T
THE REALITY OF LIFE COMES TO
BEAVER COLLEGE
Wednesday November 18
WARS CHILDREN
Little Theatre 800 p.m
Sunday November 22
THE DETACHED AMERICANS
HAVE TOLD YOU LATELY
THAT LOVE YOU
MROFNOC
Heinz Lounge 800 pm
The Cultural Affairs Committee proudly presents
The Dark at the Top of the Stairs
Friday November 20
730 p.m
Heinz Lounge T_
Paul Beuder will speak at the
annual meeting of the Amexiean
Civil Liberties Union of Montgom
ery County on the subject Shoud
Obscene Materials be Prohibited
800 p.m Monday evening Novem
ber 18 The meeting will take place
on the Ogontz campus of Ponnayl
vania State University in Abington
in Room 112 of Lares Hall 1600
Woodland Road
Having served as General Coun
sd to the Federal Commission on
Obscenity and Poxnography man-
dated by Congress in 1967 Pro-
fessor Bender worked with the 18
members of the Commission for
over two years
Recommending that most legisla
tion lbtting the distribution of
obscene materials to adults be re
pealed the overwhelming majority
of commission members wanted
public displays of obscene materi
als and unsolicited mailing to con-
tinue to be restricted
In its 700-page report published
in paperback by Bantam Books
the Commission said it is not pos
sibie to conclude that erotic ma-
terial is significant cause of sex
crime
calling for massive program
of sex education to provide sound
foundation for basic institutions of
marriage and family the Oommis
sion noted that increased availabil
ity of erotica in Denmark has been
accompanied by decrease in sex
cilmes
The commissioners and their 22-
man staff include in their report
extenSive statistics on temporary
emotional responses to erotica in-
cluding feelings of disgust and ex
LErrERS TO THE EDITOR
4jonthiued from Page Cot
The second purpose of this let-
ter addresses itself to the quality
of the paper as exemplified in the
arti1e Even that infor
mation which was properly taken
down was reported in such jum
bled fashion as to make the entire
article most ineffective as well as
of low literary quality The
weekly appearawe of good but
slightly out of focus filler photo-
graphs adds its own oommentary
on the lack of creativity of the
News We feel that the aim of
college newspaper should be to give
full and interesting coverage to
events and sentiments on campus
as well as to report off-campus is-
sues e.g the elections as they
are relevasLt to Beaver students
By this we dont mean that suth
hypothetical article should in-
elude which student worked on
whose campaign but perhaps
should reflect the students and fac
utys opinions about the elections
Wouldnt it be better if the paper
came out once every two weeks
with few more controversial and
relevant a.rtkles and articles of
better journalistic quaLity than the
weekly mailbox fillers we are now
receiving
Jan Marks
Bev Greitsman
Ed note Upon careful examina
tion of the above-mentioned
article written by regular News
reporter the editonal board sug
gests that the mismformation re
portedly present in the article is
the result of reader mference ra
ther than actual reporter implica
tion Although Jan Marks alleged
statement may have been in fact
Lssued by Boy Greisman and for
this error we apologize at no point
.i the article is It implied that the
.D.S is dictated by one or at
est two students
groups
Professor Bender has taught con-
stitutional law at the University of
Pennsylvania Law School for ten
years graduate of Harvard
College and the Harvard Law
School he is married and has two
children
BEAVER NEWS
Cambodians Prisent
Views uf Cambijdia
by Emily Goldberg
It is nice and easy to sit back in
grey tower and hide from the
world Unfortunately all too soon
e.g four years give or take
few big blue meanie called
tAme boots all children young old
and in-between into the cold cruel
world Perhaps now is the time to
prepare for the inevitable Just by
coincidence The World Affairs
Council of Philadelphia will present
Beaver College an opportunity to
expose itself to one facet of the
world outside Because whether
one chooses to ignore the war or
not the fight still continues
Whether one chooses to be involved
or not the war is still relevant
issue
Thursday November 19 at 800
p.m in the Rose Room Sok Thong
Doeung and Lay Nguon will pm-
sent View of Cambodia from
Cambodia These young men
ages 34 and 27 represent the
Association of Cambodian Intel-
lectuals professional self-sup-
porting independent organization
which was formulated in Phnom
Penh after the ovex throw of Prince
Sthanouk The Association is de
signed to bring to the attention of
people in other countries the situ-
ation in Cambodia and their coun
trys objectives in the years ahead
The visit of these two men to the
United States is private not spon
sored by the Cambodian or
governments although their activ
rites in the country meet with the
approval of the Cambodian gov
ernment
Mr Doeung and Mr Nguon who
were educated in the and
speak English very well represent
younger generation of Cambodi
ans who wish to do all they can to
participate in the defense of their
country during the present difficult
time and to move their country
forward after the years of personal
rule by Prince SihanoUk
Students are asked to bring
cards
by Patrick Hazard
Once humanist has had taste
of Third World art and cinema he
usually wants to know what to do
next Each must find his own way
from there on but there are pat-
terns already emerging as people
who value justice and compassion
try to use the weight of the de
veloped countries to aid those en-
tering the modem period of history
last
One Could Do Worse
FraTLtz Fanon that eloquently
seminal ideologue of Algerian libe
ration provides good point of de
parture His essay on the role of
the transistor radio in allowing il
literate despised natives to come
together is classic case in the
Third Worlds using the advanced
technology of the developed noun-
tries to throw those oppressors off
the little mans back The metro-
politan High Culture French used
to mock the fellahin for being too
stupid to dig Radio Paris and by
the insane logic of imperialism to
thereby half justify their cruelest
oppression by convincing them-
selves the Arab was dirty beast
too crude to be able to appreciate
classical music But Fanon shows
in his essay how once those same
dumb beasts saw how the same
tiny transistor could do David on
the metro-Goliath they became the
most avid producers and consum
ers of radio sending the French
authorities up the neamst plane
tree trying unsuccessfully to stop
the smuggling in of repair parts
for the underground liberation ra
dio The American parallel should
not go umoticed for it is too close
to the continuing failures of parts
of our own curriculum in the hu
manities niggers are dumb bun-
ales too slow to follow Euroameri
can literature at the same time
that these fellabin of America have
had popular culture Bessie
Smith Billie Holiday Ray Charles
Aretha Franklin just to cite sing-
ers that made the Lawrence Welk
culture of the suburbs look llke the
Sahara of the imagination It ante-
ally is
One cannot help ponder this
esthetic paradox that out of
massive white affluence in America
has come popular culture of great
median vacuity yet out of the pain
of shack and ghetto there still
emerges vibrations of the most uni
versal and cultivated appeal In
the absence of better hypothesis
offer leanness is all thereby
to account for black vigor Black
America has lived involuntarily it
is true but with great inventive-
ness in an unchosen Walden
Their pond they have deeply
plumbed and out of the pain of
that experience has come great
popular art One could do worse
than move great deal of this
popular culture right into our
classrooms of English and history
An egalitarlan curriculum would
be great popular art by definition
What it would actually displace
would either be better off without
phony elegance or they would
truly connect with new world of
reality after the cauterizing exper
lence of confronting black truth
But that is suggesting how the
presser can civilize himself if he
tries hard enough
Mind Springing
matter of considerably greater
importance is how we can help the
oppressed of the world including
ourselves as over-bureaucratized
teachers flip the overlords of
every ilk off the back of the poor
and harassed Judo of the mind
surprises us into less explottive
styles of life by springing language
on us Were used to doing ama.z
ing acts of verbal wrestling for our
own pleasure and edification We
must now having looked at what
the Third World is up to in media
make plans to help them do more
faster and lets not be senti
mental about it-change us in ways
that will take adjusting to unless
we are very uncharacteristically
One judo medium is the ditto
machine and its richer cousin the
xeroxer You dont have to have
fancy videotape machine or big film
budget to get Third World currents
flowing faster and faster through-
out classrooms and lives The
black brown and red poets of your
locality your country your hemi
sphere your world are stencil
away from your students minds
And the new audio cassette re
corder and its off-the-air taper
puts the purveyors of poetry like
us in an entirely new league No
longer do you have to wait on or
afford Calmon and its lesser ha-
itators to get living poetic voices
in your classroom As soon as
listened to playback of Michael
Harper reading from his book
Dear John Dear Ccitrane Pitt
Poets $2.25 to my class knew
mere mimeo was rarely enough in
Third World poetry too much of
it is for the ear rather than the
eye Every poets own idiosyn
cratic voice is unique gloss an his
work but this is doubly true of
poets In the Third World whose
Harvard and Yale with apolo
gies to Melville was the aural turf
of holy-rolling church and ghetto
street
As more and more teachers tune
in on Third World frequencies
through ditto machine and audio
cassette the possibilities for con-
fleeting series of tape exchanges
city state region country world
emerges as possibility of great
pedagogical potential For start
anyone who wants to dub my
Michael
get the
Illinois
Study and send me blank cas
sette The instigation of such
Tape Bank Central might well be
an NCTE task for the near future
There are many other mini-media
useful for Third World liberation
that will be explored at Professor
Richard Longs Third Conference
of Afro-American Studies at At-
lanta University 3-5 December
1970 If you cant be there you
can write for program and see
which of the papers youll want to
Finally it is national scandal
how badly counseled young black
women and men have been about
career opportunltles in the arts of
the media Remember the stupid
Algerian fellahin syndrome
Every English teacher in America
can play judo in his own classroom
for the Third World by encourag
ing black and other minority stu
dents to prepare themselves for
media careers so the Wbitman
Sandburg dream of an American
chorus where every voice is heard
will become reality rather than
cheaty kind of dream To that
end Beaver Colleges Association
of Black Students is planning for
December 12 an all-day Saturday
black media career conference for
students throughout the Greater
Delaware Valley Come along if
youre near Write for our pros
gram Send us suggestions Re-
member the Third World begins at
home
Tuesday November I7 1970
Muntqumery Meetinq
Tn Discuss iile of Purnuqraphy That Other Two-Thirds
Page Three
THE MEDIA AS JUDO
COMMUNICATING WITH THE TIllED WORLD
Mr Paul Bender
citement whether alone or in
generous
TOUR TINICUM
or
PADDLE YOUR
OWN CANOE
couple who live near Phil-
cum Marsh Wildlife Preserve
have agreed to give u.s tour of
the Marsh via canoe and/or
foot as the mood suits you It
will be this Friday good time
for wildlife-preserve-type au
tumn You should probably learn
something too as well as enjoy
it Please call Dottie Willwerth
at extension 239 or put note in
box 447 if you want to come
Dont be up the creek without
paddle
Harpers tape need only
poets permission of
Institute of Advanced
ddhcA
/Jni
nyhia.u
Miss Muir and her husband-to-be cordially invite the en-
tire college community to their wedding ceremony although
the reception will be limited to private guests
There are ken avaiIabe parking spaces The Villa for the re
mainder of The semester These may be requested by seniors with
2.0 cumulative rati through November 20 on first come first
served basis Beginning November 23 any other student who would
like to apply for one of these spaces may do so until all are taken
As there are so few weeks remaining in the semester the parking
fee through December 970 will be $2.00
read
Tuesday November 17 1970
by Pat Read
Onyx is beautiful black gem
but on Beaver Colleges campus it
is also group of 11 black singers
who use singing t3 its fullest ex
tent as an expressive art form and
way to convey feelings and mes
sages to the audience that ade
quately represent todays social at
titudes and conflicts The groups
members include seniors Priscilla
Hambi ick Charita Small juniors
Carolyn Dixon Artist Parker
sophomores Joanne Bagley Diane
Burke Mary Scotton and Lucy
Spivey and freshmen Dee Dee Mc
Donnell Gail Edwards and Evelyn
Simmons Each supports the
Onyx philósophy that song is
more than just piece of music
and that it is the emotion and
feeling behind song that makes
it effective We put lot of life
and emotionalism into our music
said the groups pianist and ar
ranger Priscilla Hambrick We
try in arouse the audiences emo
tions through our songs and we
want them to participate in the
black experience by making them
feel the song
When you sing said one of
the groups main soloists Mary
Scotton its not just the voice or
the song that is important its the
feeling inside that makes the song
effective If th feeling what
comes from within isnt there then
it just isnt there Someone may
have good voice but that certain
feeling is missing and the singer
will be orly so good It is that
feeling deep from within from the
soul that singer has that makes
both the song and the singer effec
tive
agree with Mary that the
feeling from within is the most im
portant aspect of the song said
second soprano Diane Burke Ive
SOCIAL CRITIC
Continued from Page Col
will cause certain intense psycho
logical disturbances such as con
fusion violence irritability and
apathy brought on by devastat
ing acceleration of change
As indicative of his books Mr
Tofflers lecture will be result of
hundreds of interviews with Nobel
prize winners psychiatrists scien
tists hippies student radicals
government offIcials et cetera in
the United States and abroad
Main points of his discussions
are the Superindustrial Revolu
tion the psychological effects of
transience and novelty in our lives
future marriages and most im
portantly the role of the individual
in the society of the future
He directly challenges the pre
va.uing attitude that the future
means the death of individualism
and that technology will be mans
enemy foiling him web of life
strictly regimented and standard-
Past nationally acclaimed works
of Mr Toflier include The Culture
sung in many choruses selective
singing ensembles and took voice
lessons for four years but if
could learn to sing all over again
think that would do it in the
Baptist church way would want
to learn in the free Baptist style
because there are no rules or re
strictions imposed upon the singer
that later become inhibitions and
tie up that important feeling
Baptist singing has more style
more depth and you have to be
able to feel the song in your soul
to sing it Singing then becomes
an emotional release and you can
lose or find yourself in the song
The deep feeling that the Onyx
singers put into their songs was
evident during their performances
in the Dads Weekend Talent Show
and the Woodland Memorial Sen
vice The Onyx singers perform
such contemporary numbers as
Respect by Aretha Franklin
People Get Ready by the Im
pressions Run Away and Ball
of Confusion by the Temptations
Reach Out and Touch by the
Suprernes Onyx also program
med wide variety of gospel and
spirituals including Sweeping
through the City Oh Happy
Day and Amen The group
usually chooses number for the
feeling and meaning it conveys and
then adapts it to meet the groups
personal style In the Woodland
Memorial the songs were chosen to
relate to the services four main
themes homeland oppression re
sistance and black is beautiful
think one thing that the
Woodland Memorial Service and
the Onyx singers has done is to
serve as the beginning of unify
ing factor within the black stu
dents at Beaver said Carolyn
Dixon really think that there
will be more programs like the
Consumers and The Schoolhouse
City as well as various contribu
tions in scholarly journals and pop
ular magazines such as Life Satur
day Review Playboy and Readers
Digest
Presently Mr Toffler is working
on new book dealing with how
the schools and colleges can be
changed to meet new student de
mands for better education
Besides being world traveller
scholar and famous author Mr
Tofiler has served as consultant
to the Institute for the Future The
Rockefeller Brothers Fund and
many other leading corporations
and organizations In addition to
this he is visiting scholar at the
Russell Sage Foundation and
former visiting professor at Cornell
University
Mr Toffler resides in Manhattan
with his wife Heidi and his
daughter Karen when he is not
travelling to observe social change
and those who create it
For additional information con
cerning the speaker or the upcom
ing seminar please contact Bar-
bra Savitt extension 286
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also been invited to sing at the
opening of the renovated Chat
on Lafayette College radio at Lin
coln University Temple University
at the Lehigh University Black
Arts Festival and the Church of
the Advocate
In addition to the inner feeling
that the Onyx singers try to con
vey through their music they also
generate the spirit of their music
with hand clapping rhythmic
movement shuffling feet The
spiritual significance of their music
and their pride in blackness can
also be seen in their black green
and red costumes These three
colors are very significant in the
black liberation movement the
black stands for the black people
themselvesç green signifies the
earth and the land the black peo
ple have lost through their oppres
sion and red symbolizes the blood
that has and will be shed in the
black fight for equality
Planned Parenthood Association
of Southeastern Pennsylvania has
instituted program service to col
leges in development of family
planning birth control information
and population education for stu
dents first in this area accord
ing to Mr Allan Johnson pres
ident of the association Mr Da
vidson Mont graduate of
Temple Universitys Social Welfare
Program will head plans for col
lege services and will coordinate
requests for college programming
In most cases colleges do not
provide adequate education about
birth control abortion and sex-re
lated topics the Association has
found College students deprived
of such information from college
health services and counselors have
been demanding family planning
services elsewhere Planned Par
enthood the leading voluntary
agency in family planning pio
neered in services to colleges after
survey during the school year
1969-70 making their clinics and
counseling known through stu
dent outreach program and public
information
It is expected that the greatest
effort in the new program will be
toward encouragement of college
health services to add birth con
trol consultation to existing medi
cal services This would insure
continuity of service and provide
students with better overall health
protection
Currently eight clinics with
total of twenty sessions in the as
sociations three county area in-
elude college youth as Planned
Parenthood clients making avail
able their medical and nursing
staffs of twenty-nine physicians
fields are being offered by the Bryn
Mawr Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences in Bryn Mawr Pennsyl
vania Applications for the 1971-
72 academic year for work leading
to the M.A and Ph.D degrees are
now being received
Among the fellowships and
scholarships which range from
$2800 to 3ll00 are awards from
The Margaret Gilman Fund in
French The Theodore Ely Fund
in art or archaeology and The Max
Beaver Continues
Lehigh Graduate
Teaching Courses
In order to provide masters de
gree programs for persons who al
ready hold reguar
certification to
teach either at elementary or sec
ondary level Beaver Coilege offers
four courses as member of the
Lehigh Regional Consortium for
Graduate Teacher Education
The four courses offered this se
mester are Philosophical Founda
tions of Education Develop
mental Reading Fundamentals
of Modern Mathematics and
Studies in Language and Gram
mar
One of the policies of the Con
sortium is that up to 15 credit
hours per semester half of what
is normally required for masters
degree may be earned at one or
more of the consortium institutions
other than the one from which the
student plans to earn the masters
and nurses and the social service
department of graduate social
workers pregnancy test clinic
was organized in August the
first such service available
Girls 19 and over no longer need
parental permission for clinic ser
vices policy adopted after pas
sage of an act in the State of
Pennsylvania in February 1970
and signed by Governor Shafer that
gave minors freedom for making
certain decisions Any minor that
has graduated from high school
has married has been pregnant or
is over 18 may consent to medical
dental and health services for him
self or herself without the consent
of any other person
For those below the age of 19
who seek contraceptive service or
advice on related matters counsel
ing is available by social worker
Helen Schaeffer Huff Memorial
Research Fellowship in physics or
chemistry The Enimy Noether Fel
lowship in mathematics The Ida
Ogilvie Fellowships in geology
the Marion Louise Ament Fellow
ship in Spanish and The Howard
Lehman Goodhart Fellowship in
medieval studies
National Defense Graduate Fel
lowships under Title 1V of the Na
tional Defense Education Act are
also available to both men and wo
men In science there are assist
antahips providing teaching and
laboratory experience National
Science Foundation graduate train
eeships are offered to first year and
more advanced students in mathe
matics the natural sciences and in
certain fields in the social sciences
program in the history and
philosophy of science leading to the
M.A and Ph.D degrees is now in
its third year at Bryn Mawr The
core curriculum taught in coopera
tion with the American Philosophi
cal Society and the University of
Pennsylvania emphasizes the so
cial and intellectual development of
science and technology since the
Renaissance Fellowships arO
awarded by Bryn Mawr College
and the University of Pennsylvania
The Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences at Bryn Mawr is large
enough to offer work itt all major
departments but small enough for
each student to pursue his work
in flexible program designed for
his own needs Students and fac
ulty share research projects in
small seminars
Applications for fellowships
scholarships and other ftancial aid
should be received by February 15
l91 Applications for admission
are open until September 1971
Further information may be ob
tained from the Dean of the Grad
uate School of Arts and Sciences
Bryn Mawr College Bryn Mawr
Pennsylvania 19010
Lectures debates symposiums
plays exhibits and other forms of
educational and cultural activity
are planned as part of the program
to give the college student an
awareness of resources in family
planniag and an understanding of
the link between overpopu1atioI
and other environmental problems
The program will provide point
of interaction with the student-
youth culture and provide leader
ship to organize badly needed vi
tal services Planned Parenthood
locally has accepted the challenge
set forth in the Alameda San
Francisco agencys June 1970 aol
lege prospectus Jf voluntary
population control is to come about
through new social morality
through social acceptance of the
small family concept then college
students who will be educated
opinion leaders of the future are
an important group to reach
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Onyx
To Arouse Emotion Through Song
Bryn Mawr Accepting Fellowship Applicants
Departmental fellowships and Richter Fellowship Fund
in politi
scholarships for men and women cal science Other fellowships in
for graduate study in all major the award of the college are The
Woodland Memorial at Beaver
think an important thing that
should be biought out is that the
Beaver Blacks had planned to hold
black festival last year said
Joanne Bagley When we didnt
do it last year we had definitely
scheduled one for this spring but
when Mr Woodland died we de
cided to make it commemorating
service for him The Onyx will
probably perform in more programs
like the Woodland Memorial
throughout the year and they have
Onyx
For me the music that Onyx
sings is really personal music
said Artist Parker The way we
sing and the smallness of the group
lends itself to personal mt
tion First we feel song then
ee
make music For me well music student must be admitted to
is just spilvy really great and Lehigh University
before he can
wonderful to really understand attend
he courses given at the
what it means depends on every- consorth institutes The
consort-
ones own personal interpretation ium include Allenitown Beaver
but it must be good interpreta- Marywood dain Muhlenberg
tion Wilkes and rsi.nus Colleges
Colleges Urged To Institute Birth Control Services
counseling in all areas of human
sexuality and stimulate an aware
ness in the college community of
the population problem to work
to make family planning an ongo-
ing part of the educational process
for every student stressing the
small family as each individuals
personal responsibility in working
towards solutions to population
problems and to develop campus
leadership and manpower for fain
ily planning and population educa
tion
lzed
The program for colleges is to
be developed with four long range
objectives and with the assistance
of an advisory committee of Plan
ned Parenthood consultants Board
and staff together with college
faculty and student representatives
Two college students will serve on
the Planned Parenthood Board of
Directors for close coordination
and cooperative understanding
Four long range objectives are
to improve the quality and acces
sibility of family planning services
for students to provide help and
service to administrators and fac
ulty in curriculum planning and
rsday November 17 1970
Undergraduates who will be
juniors seniors or begiming
graduate students by next summer
are invited to apply now for the
1971 Summer Pre-Professional
Traineeships at The Devereux
Schools group of residential
multi-disciplinary treatment re
medial education and rehabilitation
centers Summer traineeships for
appointment as Research Aide
Professional Aide Resident Camp
br Tutor are available at the
Pennsylvania branch in suburban
Philadelphia few traineeships
ma- be available at Devereux
branches and camps located in
North Anson Maine Santa Bar-
bara California Hot Springs
Arkansas Victoria Texas and
RuUand Massachusetts The
deadline for filing applications is
January 15 1971 and acceptances
will be announced by Febniary 15
lw71
Tax exempt training stipends of
up to per month and room and
board for two to three month pe
rtod are offered to unmarri quali
fled applicants who are ellA-
zens Trainees can count on the en-
tire amount of the tax exempt sti
pend from $3754600 with no de
duetions The traineeships are
supported in part by grant ftiom
the Rehabifitation Services
Administration and are designed to
provide an orientation to career op
portunities for work with the men-
tally retarded and the emotionally
disturbed in special education and
vocational rehabilitation in psy
afiologleal services in related areas
Beaver Students
Aid Tekakwitha
by Sue Levitski
Apathy exists everywhere in to-
lays society and it is rare occa
sion when one human being extends
kinisclf to aid fellow man How-
ever 14 Beaver girls have awak
ened to this situation and have
reached out with their time and
forts to help their fellow human
being at Tekakwitha Hills School
Pekakwitha is home run by
Catholic sisters for 54 juvenile de
linquent girls who range in age
from 14 to 17 The Beaver volun
teers have set out to teach these
girls ways in which to use their
re time constructively
Each volunteer works once
week for two hours with group
of approximately 15 girls The
girls give lessons on cooking sew-
trig arts and crafts and piano and
have discussions on fashion dating
and etiquette during this time Field
trips for the girls may also be or-
ganized by the Beaver student to
such places as museums or to the
Beaver campus for few hours
This project was started last
spring explained Dr Norman
Johnston chairman of the sociology
department and its purpose Is to
give Beaver students an opportun
ity in an informal setting to
help them to better understand life
and its problems Delinquent girls
have difficulty in identifying with
ti.e nuns therefore the Beaver
students not only assume the role
of companions but of models
To all the volunteers this work
xperienee has proven to be very
beneficiat felt so good when
walked out of there last week
ssid Phyllis Kunderman freshman
The girls are so receptive and
very complimentary They told us
hew really good it would be to see
new faces around here
rts really worthwhile knowing
that youre helping someone and
these girls really need the help
said Mary Beth Ridgeway another
freshman who i4s great ef
tisfactlon in working at the
hoTne
of mental health and in service-
oriented research in these fields
The traineeships cover full-
time period of training combined
with applied service-oriented work
experience and observation of on-
the-spot milieu therapy Dc-
pending upon their functional roles
some trainees will have an oppor
tunity for work experience with
mentally retarded and/or emotion-
ally disturbed children adolescents
lems of learning and/or of personal
adjustment Trainees who do not
have direct contact with the ehil
dren will assist the staff as Pro-
fessional Aides and as Research
Aides in many behind-the-scenes
activities and in related research
and writing
Further toformaUon on the Sum-
mer Pre-Professionai Traineeships
and application blanks are avail-
able from Dr Henry Plait Direc
tor The Devereux Foundatizn In-
stitute for Research and Training
Devon Pennsylvania 19333
SPANISH PLAY
Continued from Page Col
hears from the jailer Cloduif
Maria Mills that Magdaena is
going to marry Don Pero and that
she wants them to cut out Don
Mendos tongue cut off his hands
take out his eyes and put him in
very confining prison cell
Moncada Babbie Suàrez Don
Mendos good friend helps him to
escape
Act III
Don Mendo is disguised as
trovador and says goodbye to
Azofaifa Blanch StaLori Moor-
ish woman who is in love with him
He meets Magdalena who does not
recognize him but she feels such
deep attraction that she asks him
for date
Magdalenas husband and father
hear this conversation and decide
to kill the two of them
King Alfonso VII Raquel
Schwarz and Queen Berenguela
Anne Armstrong arrive The
king asks Magdalena for date
while the queen arranges one with
Don Mendo
All the secret meetings will take
place in the same cave
Act IV
All the characters are present in
the cave except Clodulfo
After many entrances and exits
Don Pero who sees Magdalena in
the arms of the king kills himself
The King kills Don Nufio Azofaifa
kills Magdalena and Don Mendo
after killing Azofaifa stabs him-
self thus ending the play
WILLIAM SMITH TO LECTURE
Students who will be attend-
ing the Philadelphia Orchestra
Concert of November 30 are re
minded to come to the third lee-
tare of Mr William Smith as-
sistant conductor of the orches
tra
The pieces which will be dis
cussed are Elgars Cello Con-
certo Beethovens Symphony
No and Schumanns Sym
phony No
Mr Smiths lecture will be
given on November 18 at p.m
in the Rose Room
Mr Theodore in spite of the
odds most of them provoked by
reasons other than circumstantial
managed to put on rather de
ceat say good production of Miss
Julie The stronger fell right off
the stage boards partly because
its horrible piece difficult to sus
tam Elaine Foster deserves great
credit and partly because of the
munimy-faced sta.n.d-ins who sat
throughout the duration enduring
like petrified forest David Greg-
son looking perpetually hung-over
rarely like to comment on the
acting capacity of Beavers actors
and actresses but
Lisa Layne has lovely singing
voice common knowledge Her
speaking voice is another matter
slurred drawl Who would
have thought the kid could act
She was beautiful summing up
every resource of depth volume
and maturity painting before our
eyes the image of the 19-century
Negress self-righteous obstin
ate world-wise potential mammy
Michael Bates as Jean exercised
great strength and professional
control He did quite bit of an-
torly flirting with the audience
who were charmed His abrupt
transitions from haughty black
to nigger were meaningful but
too radical
Miriam Taylors delivery as Miss
Julie was particularly pleasing due
to the soft tremolo quality of her
TINICUM MARSH
stract to the public good and
fight for ideals
The Preservation Committee
knows the Marsh or the remaining
section of it must be preserved
and that the creation of the na
tions first Urban National Park
would be tremendous boost for
urban and environmental improve-
meat for the two reach for the
same result
Coastline Tug-of-War
The same problem is occurring
on our other coast in the state of
Washington thriving estuary
with an immense population
varied wildlife Is being man-hand-
led like tug-of-war rope by 26
local state and federal agencies
who want their interests to be
satiated first and now Commer
cial and political activity is being
waged against any sort of conser
vation of this estuary the least
affected by the ecologically ian-
balancing actions of man on the
West coast according to data col
lected Such distinguished groups
as the Army Corps of Engineers
the Washington Department of
Natural Resources after oil
leases and the Pacific County
Public Utility District for nuclear
power plants are squabbling over
voice She allowed us to believe in
the power of her language and yet
retained the delicacy of Miss Julies
teroperment Because sense of
Miss Taylors own artistic inuna
turity and because of the faulti
ness of the script she was unable
to sustain Miss Julies madxiess
found myself struggling in parts to
believe her
The play Miss Julie include
The Stronger is without qualifi
cation lousy It has become
classic only because in its time it
pleased the Philistine tastes of 19-
century society Its schrnaltzy
melodrama its endless discourses
of love ad infinitum and its final
illogical suicidal ending does not
satisfy in fact it violates the
sented class struggle or racial
struggle as they are presented
are hardly interesting let alone
controversaal as it has been
publicized by Mr Theodore
Strindberg is master of language
poet but not playwright
Theodore in an attempt to sal-
vage this ruin updated highly
questionable the play by translat
ing its class struggle into racial
struggle Admittedly this change
made the play more appealing to
modern audiences but on principle
think Mr Theodore had hell of
lot of nerve
Beethoven wrote symphonies
conductor has the right in his or-
who will get what
Fortunately the regional solici
tor for the Department of the In-
tenor wants preservation of the
estuary called the Willapa Bay
and depends on enforcement of the
Estuary Protection Act of 1968 for
this end But he is standing alone
among hungry wolves right now
and needs written support The
best person to express sentiments
to is Mr John Biggs Director
Washington Department of Ecol
ogy 15345 N.E 36 Street Red-
mond Virginia 98052
These two cases are ecological
examples of the fragile link be-
tween the life of the sea and the
life of the land This link is es
sential to life But they are fright-
ening examples of the barrier be-
tween immediate consumption of
natural resources and long-range
concern for the welfare of the pub-
lie and of life itself The barrier
is unawareness of the problems
and inactivity of those interested
enough to be aware Development
of awareness via education must
continue but the environment can-
not wait Concerted effort must
continue to hold the fort until the
reinforcement comes from the rest
of the public
chestration to interpret Beethoven
any way he pleases He does not
have the right to change the notes
director has the right to in-
terpret play Unfortunately Mr
Theodore not only interpreted it
he rewrote it This kind of tam-
pering is threat to artistic integ
rity How would you like someone
to rewrite your poems hundred
years after youre dead and present
them to the world in your name
Poor Strindberg must be groaning
in his grave
Yes inded Mr Theodore has an
iron will that will salvage many
ruin before the end of his days
no matter whose integrity he de
stroys Even his own
Which brings me to the final
point May stress that the
question here is one of artistic in-
tegrity not of personal venom
Does Mr Theodore have integrity
Did he really cthange the play out
of sense of social concern or was
it cheap sensationalism Was he
reafly undefeated by flood of
hate mail quoting Philly Inquirer
November 12 or was he motivated
by the aieed of cheap publicity
trick Did he really lose nine
male actors because of anonymous
harassment implied by the In-
quirer or was it because he is
difficult man to work with Who
is ha.rrassing whom repeat
does Mr Theodore have integrity
Beaver-Lafayette
Beaver College and Lafayette
College will present joint glee
club concert on Thursday Novern
ber 19 at 800 p.m in Murphy
Chapel Each group will sing sev
eral selections and then will corn-
bine to sing the concerts final
three numbers The Beaver Dam
Six and the Lafayette Just Three
each groups select singing en-
semble will also perform in the
concert
Beavers selections in the concert
which will be directed by Dr Dor
othy Haupt include Bourree for
Bach and medley of songs from
My Fair Lady The Lafayette
Glee Club directed by Dr John
Raymond will sing the popular
Battle Hymn of the Republic
and Randall Thompsons Alie
luia The two groups will corn-
bine to sing Jesu Joy of Mans
Desiring by Bach The Road Not
Taken from Frostiana collec
tion of Robert Frosts poems set
to music and The Christman
Symbol The last selection is
new composition which was just
published by Dr David Haupt and
he will conduct the number
The concert is free to the Beaver
community and there will be one
dollar admission fee for anyo.ng
else who wishes to attend the con-
cert
Professional Career Training Available
BEAVER NEWS
News Review
Director Theodore Artistic Integrity
Page Five
Counselor and Day Camp Counse- and young adults presenting prob
Cast of The Stronger
by Cathye Stoops
tastes of contemporary audience
Not only that but the issues pre- lo Hold Concert
Continued from Page Col
of
In the November 10 issue
of the Beaver News page
one column five Mr Cohn
Dicksons name was printed
incorrectly
MIXER
Has the deadness of the Ben-
ver campus on the weekends
been getting you down Then
you have no excuse for not go-
hag to the All College Mixer that
is being sponsored by the Junior
Class The mixer will be held
in the Dining Area starting at
p.m on November 20 There
will be live band Horizon
and lots of boys AU for one
small entrance fee of $1.00 So
come on out
BEAVER NEWS
Library Notes
If you know there are many
works In literature you should and
want to read but you never seem
to get around to them the Great
Books Discussion Program u1d
start you reading
Beginning in the spring semester
of this year there will be Great
Books Diseusson group rganizad
at Beaver This group will be made
up of 15 to 16 people who meet bi
monthly Booka from various time
periods that have survived as great
works and are pertinent to todays
living will be read Then at each
session book will be discussed in
its entirety among the members of
the group
It is hoped that the group will be
made up of students faculty and
members from the community
in the discussion everyone wifi be
en the same level and only the
book that will have been read for
that meeting will be discussed
There are five series of books
each series centered around dif
brent theme Series One will be
covered in the spring semester
Its theme is The Individual and
the State With Liberty and Jus
tice for AU Some of the 16
titles in this series are Platos
Apology Of Civil Government by
Locke Adam Smiths The Wealth
of Natimis The Communist Mani
festo by Marx and Engels The
Death of Ivan Ilych by Tolstoy
and Joyces Dubliners
These discussions will be held in
the Seminar Room of the Atwood
Library every two weeks The
exact time of the meetings has
not yet been announced
Undoubtedly the discussions will
be tremendous learning experi
ence for those students who join
the group TMS will be an oppor
tunity for them to reveal their
ideas without the feai of being
graded Also you never know
when these works will be required
reading for you in the future
If you are interested in the
Great Books Discussion Group
please fill out the box below and
send it to Mrs Miriam Weiss at
the Atwood Library whn will be
glad to answer any further ques
Lions you may have
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PLEASE
THE
Heavy Duty Detergents with over
34% phosphate contenJI
Cold Power Ajar Gain Dash
Oxydol Fab Bold Punch II
All Powder CheerPjf/j
Every time you do wash with
any of the detergents on this list
youre feeding monster called
algae The phosphates they contain
promote algae pollution killing
fish causing water to stagnate
turning lakes into swamps
If you want to help save our
nations waters switch to phos
phate-free soap like Lux or Ivory
and use it with Arm Hammer
Washing Soda
Arm Hammer Washing Soda
is 00% phosphate-free And its con-
centrated so that just 1/3 CU transforms
ordinary laundry soaps like Lux or
Ivory into heavy duty laundry cleaners
It actually doubles the whiteness reading
of your soap as measured by reflec
tometer in the hardest water
Page Sx
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by Linda Betz
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MUSIC
Civic Center 34 a.nt Civic Center Boulevard
Thesday November 17 800 p.m The Ritten
house Brass Ensemble
November 20 through 22 Folk Fafr interlia
tional fok singing folk dancing food cul
ture and arts and crafts
Eleetric Factory 2201 Arch Street
November 20 and 21 Van Morrison and Mott
the Hoopie
Van Pelt Auditorium Philadelphia Museum of Art
Z6 and Benjamin Franklin Parkway
Sunday November 22 30 p.m Deborah Carter
flute
TOINI FACULTY
STUDENT COMMITTEES
CO-CURRICULAR SCHEDULE
CO11MITTEE
Chairman Mrs Plummer
President S.G.O
Arlene Weissman
Chairman Nominating Committee
Judy Hurwitz
Chairman
First Baptist Church 17 and Sansom Streets
Sunday November 22 400 p.m Christmas
Oratorio by Bach presented by the Philadel
phia Oratorio Choir
Academy of Mugic Broad and Locust Streets
Monday November 23 830 p.m Emil GileLs
pianist
Athletic Association
Carol Hume
Co-Curricular Policy Committee
Elizabeth Blazakis
Debbie Ledewitz
Elaine Castellucci
Lilliam Oliva
ALL COLLEGE FORUM
COMMITTEE
Tuesday November 24 800 p.m Aida by the
Philadelphia Lyric Opera Company
FILMS
Irvine Auditorium University of Pennsylvania
34 and Spruce Streets
Monday November 23 700 and 930 p.m The
Faculty Members Dr Carr
Dr Hall
Dr Haupt
Student
Dr Latour
Members Barbara Savitt
Chairman
Jaye Brinster
Secretary.Treasurer
Jan Marks
Donna Courtney
Arlene Fine
Kippy West
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
ON FACULTY COMMITTEES
Admissions Committee
Magic Christian
Hill Theatre 8324 Germantown Avenue
November 18 through 24 700 and 940 p.m
Funny Girl
The Band Box 30 Armat Street
Wednesday November 18 700
The Drive By Night
845 p.m The Big Sleep
November 19 and 20 00 and
Oklahoma Kid
830 p.m Casablanca
November 21 and 22 645 and 1040 p.m Cap-
tam Blood
and 1045 p.m
1020 p.m The
Vernell Beamon
Helene Evans
Co-curricular Policy Committee
Liz Blaza.kis
830 p.m The Sea Hawk
November 23 and 24 645 and 1040 p.m Straw-
berry Blonde
830 p.m Juarer
Elaine Casteilucci
Debbie Ledewitz
Lillian Oliva
Arts Council
Saturday November 21 830 p.m The Making
of Butch Cassidy and the Snndance Kid and
The Epic That Never Was
Edueationo2 Policy Committee
Jane Elkes
Examination
DRAMA
Tomllnson Theatre Temple University
13 and Norris Streets
November 18 through 21 The Sea Gull by Anton
Chekhov
YMCA Building Broad and Pine Streets
Sunday November 22 300 p.m Act Without
Words and other short plays
THINKING OF GIFT
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
Financial Aid Committee
Beth Donahue
Lynn Lucassen
Honors Committee Oharita Small
Have professional
phoographer do your
portrai
Call JOHN TU 4-5099
LECTURE
La Salle College Theatre 20 and Olney Avenue
Thursday November 19 1230 p.m Disarma
ment and the Economy by Kenneth Boulding
Van Pelt Auditorium Philadelphia Museum of Art
Z6 aiid Benjamin Franklin Parkway
Monday November 23 200 p.m Victorian
Architecture
West Foyer Philadelphia Museum of Art
26 and Benjamin Franklin Parkway
November 17 and 21 1100 n.m The Artist as
Social Critic
Swarthmore College Bond Memorial Room
$warthmore Pennsylvania
Wednesday November 18 30 p.m Revolution
Social Change and the Politics of Benign
Neglect by Will Herberg professor of
philosophn and culture at Drew University
Sunday November 22 400 p.m lecture in Eng
li.sh comparing German writer Kafka and
French writer Robbe-Grillet
TELEVISION
ALL YOU CAN EAT
AT PRICE
NBC Channel
Tuesday November 17 900 to 1100 p.m
Hamlet
YOU CANT BEAT
Lo HSTEXHIBITS
Woodmore Art Gallery 9210 Germantown Avenue
November 17 through 30 exhibition by Arthur
Meltzer and Kim Sore
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
November 17 through mid-December 20-Century
Decorative Arts
Free Library of Philadelphia Central Library
Logan Square
November 17 through December 14 The Art of
Magic
ir
SMORGASBORD
Choose from the following entres
VELVET UNDERGROUND
Plus COMPTON BATTEAU
Stuffed Cabbage Knockwurst Kraut
Chicken Dumplings Meat Loaf
Lf1 Chicken Chow Main Beef Stroganoff
Iu Beef Stew Lasagna Italian
Brisket of Beef Swedish Meat Balls
L.L Corned Beef Cabbage
i1 Spaghetti Meat Balls
Includes salad beverage bread butter
Every Saturday Sunday From 4.9 pm
$1.99
960 Old York Rd Abington Pa TU.6.1360
Opposite Van Scivers
